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spirit has ever created has come from contents which, in the
last analysis, existed once as unconscious seeds. While Freud
lays special emphasis on the first aspect, I have stressed the
latter, without denying the first. Although it is an important
fact that man evades everything unpleasant, and therefore
gladly forgets whatever does not suit him, yet it seems to
irje even more important to establish what the nature of the
positive activity of the unconscious really is.  Regarded from
this side, the unconscious appears as the totality of all psychic
contents in statu nascendi.  This indisputable function of the
unconscious is, in general, merely disturbed by repressions
from the conscious,  and this disturbance of the natural
activity of the unconscious is the essential source of so-called
psychogenetic maladies.    The unconscious is perhaps best
understood if we take it as a natural organ with an energy
specific to itself. If, as a result of repression, its products are
not admitted into consciousness a sort of damming up results,
an unnatural inhibition of a purposive function; as though
the bile, the natural product of the function of the liver, were
impeded in its discharge into the bowel.   From a damming-
back of bile jaundice results.    As a result of the repression,
false psychic paths are produced.  As the bile overflows into
the blood, so the repressed content spreads over into other
psychic and physiological regions.   In the hysterias, physio-
logical functions are disturbed;  in other neuroses, such as
phobias, obsessions, or compulsions, it is chiefly psychic func-
tions, including dreams, that are disturbed. The activity of the
repressed contents can be demonstrated not only in the bodily
symptoms of hysteria or in the psychic symptoms of other
neuroses (and psychoses also), but these effects can also be
shown in  the dreams.    The dream in itself is a normal
function, which can be disturbed like any other function by
the results of a process of damming up.  The Freudian theory
of dreams takes account of the dream, and interprets it even,
from this angle alone; namely, that dreams are nothing but
symptoins.    Other psychic fields are similarly regarded by

